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About This Game

Wooden Sen'SeY is an action-platformer, set in a unique "Japan Steam Rock" universe filled with humour.
You follow Goro, a village chief, as he seeks revenge through a variety of levels. He will defeat his enemies using his axes to

slice, dice, squash and grapple!

Wooden Sen'SeY seeks to offer players a unique gaming experience, inspired by old school gameplay mechanisms, while
incorporating contemporary technology and beautiful 3D graphics.

Wooden Sen'SeY features

Exotic worlds and beautiful 3D graphics.

Hardcore old school gameplay!

Awesome music and crazy voice actor.

A unique environment style for each level.

Several ways to follow the path of the Sensei: dive in or play with finesse!

"Dev-Time" challenge: beat the developers' time.
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A brand new Time Attack mode with 30 “hair tearing” levels!

Supports USB controller and Leap Motion

Who are the developers ?

Upper Byte, the French indie studio behind Wooden Sen'SeY, is a tiny team with only two members: Cédric, the creative
force, and Camille, the insane coder. Their ultimate goal is world domination. But for now, nice polished games, with

hardcore old school gameplay and pretty graphics is enough!

--------

Oops, enough talking...
Let's Play Wooden Sen'SeY!
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Title: Wooden Sen'SeY
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Upper Byte
Publisher:
Spawn Digital
Release Date: 5 Dec, 2013

 a09c17d780 

English,French,Italian,German,Polish
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I think this could have been made much longer. I loved the atmosphere and concept, but it was too short.. The Coma has a sold
place in the 2D horror genre with beautiful art work, great writting and a amazing scenes of spooks. An hour in and the only
problem I had with this game so far is that I'm stupid... I had a hard time pronouncing the names but admittedly I don't know
Korean but with that being said everything translates well to english.

I'm a big fan of horror games despite most of em being mediocre or just plain poopie (I'm looking at you Evil Within) so I'm a
bit desensitized when it comes spookys (nothing really scares me). But surprisgly their was a moment were the game spooked
me to the point of me choking on my own saliva. It got so bad I had to stop playing and take a break; I tip my hat to you game.
Mind you I was playing at 2am with all the lights out so yeah it was spooky.

For $9 its a must buy.

http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=538455106. I get it, this is in Early Access, it even has a HUGE
disclaimer at the start talking about bugs.
That is fine. What is not fine, and what I don't understand, is why you would release the game to receive negative reviews when
the ONE THING that you CAN do in the game (Bowling) is buggy and doesn't work.
Minecraft didn't launch into Early Access with pickaxes that didn't mine. Basically the game worked perfectly.
Make sure your game has SOMETHING, anything that works WELL before you release it or expect it to not do well. People are
not going to "Keep checking in." to see new features when the ones that are present barely work.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xpNZK6aZVx8. This is a fun game. It's not hard, the combat is pretty easy to master and I
recommend choosing the second difficulty, "Difficult", if you want to have at least some challenge. Navigating is easy and
you're either told where to go, or there's no other way, or very little to explore, so you won't be running around without an idea
of how to progress. Puzzles are very basic. Boss battles as well, although still entertaining. Plot is very straightforward and the
biggest surprise isn't surprising at all, it's not and engaging story. Overall it's just an old slightly unpolished game, but it has a
unique setting, dealing with enemies is satisfying, and the flow of progression is good. ~6 hours of a 6-7\/10 game, it's cheap and
works fine, so I recommend it.. I have loved this game for a long time. What hurts me the most is that i cant play it anymore on
my PC.. For every flavor-of-the-month tryhard meta product, and for every 50 puzzle-based exploration games, one RPG
Maker game gets a good story, good pacing, consistent worldbuilding and, most importantly, tight gameplay.

This is that RPG.

Sojourner gives you 10 well-drawn classes with unique benefits and drawbacks from which to build you party. Every enemy
brings something different to each encounter, even if it's just a dumb joke. This is built off the Dragon Quest formula, and
made more accessible for a new generation of newbies to enjoy.

Speaking of accessibility, there are helpful (and funny) NPCs scattered everywhere, even a stone's throw away from the final
boss. One of them tells you how to get the secret ending, too. No need to replay the entire adventure for something you might
have missed. RPGs often have odd secrets that force people to look up a wiki or buy a strategy guide, but Sojourner goes in the
exact opposite direction: It is self-contained, and encourages you to find everything it hid in its multiple worlds.

The story is fairly light, but its message of positivity and optimism is a welcome change from the modern trend of 2deep4u meta
stories. There's no tricks here. It knows what it wants to do, it tells you, and it delivers with both an earnesty and charm unseen
in the current market.

This game is a thematic throwback to the NES days, but with modern conveniences. Get comfy and start exploring..
Unimpressive. While the general idea is nice, the gameplay is very repetitive with various items found hardly making a
difference. There isn't a big goal to achieve (like in, say FTL), just score to get for amassing generic artefacts or items (I
appreciate the descriptions, but all alien species are the same, just with different picture).
For me, it's a dissapointment not worth the money.
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What a neat little concept. While Vostoc Inc. could be described as a hybrid between an idle game and a twin-stick shooter, it
comes together as something more.

As far as idling goes: there is none. The game always gives you something to do, from mini-games to just roving through the
galaxy picking fights, blowing up meteors, rescueing cast-aways or participating in races. The different star systems you can
reach all have their own unique atmosphere and the writing (as charmingly aweful as the puns can be) is usually quite
interesting. It's always fun to see how the diverse cast of natives react to your attempts to turn their homeworlds into a capatalist
paradise. It's not invasion when you're an entrepeneur!

This causes the game to have a real sense of progression. While the buildings you place slowly rake in the cash, there's always
the feeling there's something tangible you can do to help speed things along, rather than go through a mind-numing numbers
grind.
The weapons and items you can buy in return, have a really nice feel to them too, with enough customization to keep things
interesting. Several types can be combined to have different effects and with 19 sorts, there's genuine thought and strategy
involved. As someone relatively new to twin-stick shooters, the game was worth it to me for the combat alone.

I can recommend it to anyone looking to waste away some time on a nice, casual arcade game.. Do not buy this unless you plan
on playing through the game multiple times. You have to beat the story to even use them. I personally don't think this game is
replayable enough to justify buying this dlc. I bought the ultimate edition or whatever and was shocked to see that payed DLC
was locked on your first playthrough. Don't even think I want to finish the game now, let alone do it twice.. Well game seems to
have potential and looks quite interesting (especially for the price it asks 0,15 cents), but the problem is that it lacks polishing
and at some points it's horribly unbalanced.. I think the game has potential but honestly anyone can walk and hold the gun more
still. it makes it very hard to move and shoot. but obviously a little clunky but again it could go somewhere.. The games does not
look good or work well. The core concept of dodging slow projectiles coming from multiple directions in unfun. Others seem to
agree, since I there are so few players that I topped some leaderboards on my first attempts.

If you think dodging stuff might be fun, I recommend Holopoint.

Plus, the dev got his friends to write a couple of those positive reviews.. I have played many, many city builders. This game is
not ready for play testing. There is no in game info to explain how to build up an economy. Even things that should be obvious
like how to build a selected building are very counter intuitive. I managed to plop houses a farm and a mill but the rules for
placement of beyond houses needing roads are a mystery.

Bugs like a freeze-on-load I can forgive.

Zero explanation as to where buildings can go beyond that they must go on ground (as opposed to on water?) + most buildings
not plopping down with no apparent reason why... that combo makes this unplayable in its current state.

Some serious upgrades are needed and I hope the developer follows through with them because I would like to see a city builder
in this style. I do not recommend purchase even for play testing until a lot more work is done here.. nice gameplay. nice graphic
and this game can played with your smartphone. This game is a good game if you want to experience firsthand a little bit of
what
Iran has gone through in its history, and then being able to compare it to today.
It will definitely open up many people's eyes to what Iranians have had to face,
which was probably the point of this game. So in this case, I feel like the devs have
done a great job in accomplishing this task.

Cons: However, the story does end short and there have not been any sequels to this.
There is bare minimum gameplay and it's pretty much using Telltale style actions.

Overall: With it being 2 hours to finish, I still had an enjoyable experience. This game
literally put me 2 hours in Iran. Even though it ends almost abruptly, it leaves you with
a feeling of wanting to learn more about what really happened to Iran in 1979 which
may cause you to research about it.
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Rating: 6/10

See you on the other side,
Godspeed!. This is a cute adventure game designed/programmed by a lady. Sometimes it feels a little childish but it is funny in a
cheesy way. See if you can get it on sale!
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